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Revolutionaries 

 During the years following 1815, the fear of repression drove many liberal-nationalists underground. 

 Revolutionary at this time meant a commitment to oppose monarchical forms and to fight for liberty  

               and freedom. 

 Giuseppe Mazzini, born in Genoa in 1807, he became a member of the secret society of the. 

             Carbonari 

 He was sent into exile in 1831 for attempting a revolution in Liguria. 

 Mazzini believed that god had intended nations to be the natural units of mankind. 

 Secret societies were set up in Germany, France, Switzerland and Poland. 

 Metternich described him as ‘The most dangerous enemy of our social order’. 

 

The Age of Revolution: 1830 – 1848: 

 As conservative regimes tried to consolidate their power, liberalism and nationalism came to be  

              Increasingly associated with revolution in many regions of Europe such as the Italian and German  

states, the provinces of the Ottoman Empire, Ireland and Poland. 

 When the France sneezes’, Metternich once remarked, ‘the rest of the Europe catches cold’ 

 An event that mobilized nationalist feelings among the educated elite across Europe was the Greek 

               war of independence 

 Greece had been the part of the Ottoman Empire since the fifteenth century 

 Greeks living in exile and also from many west Europeans who had sympathies for ancient Greek  

 culture 

 

The Romantic Imagination and national Feeling 

 The development of nationalism did not come about only through wars and territorial expansions. 

 Culture played an important role in creating the idea of the nation: art and poetry, stories and music  
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helped express and shape nationalist feeling. 

 Let us look at Romanticism, a culture movement which sought to develop a particular form of 

nationalist sentiments. 

 Romantic artists and poet generally criticized the glorification of reason and science and focused 

 instead on emotions, institution and mystical feelings. 

 Other romantics were through folk song, folk poetry and folk dances that the true spirit of the nation. 

 National feelings were kept alive through music and languages. 

 Karol Kurpinski, celebrated the national struggles through his operas and music, turning folk dances 

 Language too played an important role in developing nationalist sentiments. 

 Russian language was imposed everywhere. 

 Many members of the clergy in Poland began to use language as a weapon of national resistance. 

 As a result, a large number of priests and bishops were put in jail or sent to Siberia by the Russian 

               authorities as punishment for their refusal to preach in Russians. 

Hunger, Hardship and Popular Revolt: 

1. The 1830s were years of great economic hardship in Europe. 

2. The first half of the nineteenth century saw an enormous increase in population. 

3. In most countries there were more seekers of jobs than employment. 

4. Population from rural areas migrated to the cities to live in overcrowded slum. 

5. Food shortage and widespread unemployment brought the population of Paris out on the roads. 

6. National Assembly proclaimed a republic, granted suffrage to all adult males above 21, and 

guaranteed the right to work. 

7. Earlier, in 1845, weavers in Silesia had lead a revolt against contractors who supplied them raw 

material and gave them orders for finished textile. 

8. On 4 June at 2 p.m. a large crowd of weavers emerged from their homes and marched in pairs up to 

the mansion of their contractors demanding higher wages. 

9. The contractors fled with his family to a neighbouring village which, however, refused to shelter such 

a person. 

10.  Army was called, in the exchange that followed, eleven weavers were shot. 

 
 


